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•  Regional communities must 
be engaged in a participatory 
manner for impact 
assessment, and to enable 
appropriate adaptation 
strategies to be identified, 
tested and adopted.  

•  Community perceptions and 
acceptance of impacts (risks 
and opportunities) and 
potential adaptation strategies, 
will be socially mediated, and 
may involve disagreements. 
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These two techniques, increasingly used 
in the field of environmental dispute 
resolution (EDR), are relevant to 
community-based impact assessment 
and adaptation processes.   
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•  Consensus building may
 involve variety of steps,
 depending upon the complexity
 of the issue.   

•  The following steps are usually
 involved: convening, clarifying
 responsibilities, deliberating,
 deciding and implementing. 
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1.  Convening 
•  Determine whether to have a consensus-building dialogue 
•  Prepare a written conflict assessment  
•  Identify appropriate representatives 

2.  Clarifying responsibilities 
•  Clarify roles of facilitators, mediators and recorders 
•  Set rules regarding the participation of observers 
•  Set an agenda and ground rules 
•  Assess computer-based communication options 
•  Establish a communication list and strategy (mail, email,

 listserver) 
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3.  Deliberating 
•  Pursue deliberations in a constructive fashion 
•  Separate inventing from committing 
•  Create subcommittees and seek expert advice 
•  Use a single-text procedure 

4. Deciding 
•  Try to maximise joint gains 
•  Keep a record of agreements 

5. Implementing agreements 
•  Seek ratification by constituencies  
•  Monitor and evaluate implementation 



Example of a Consensus
 “Ladder” 

1.  Enthusiastic support 
2.  Not perfect, but acceptable 
3.  Concerns, but can live with it 
4.  Strong reservations but won’t block 
5.  Must oppose  

What would it take for you to move from 5. to
 4.? 
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‘Joint Fact-finding’ Processes 
•  A specialised type of consensus building - often

 conducted as part of a broader consensus
 decision-making process 

•  Used when there is disagreement, confusion, or
 uncertainty over the credibility of scientific or
 technical information 

•  Often stakeholder-based 
•  Explicitly uses local knowledge where applicable 
•  Ideal for disagreements or uncertainty over

 climate change science, impact assessment and
 identification of adaptation strategies 
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Joint Fact-Finding Elements 
•  Parties to the negotiation pool relevant information,

 rather than withholding it from each other;  
•  Face-to-face dialogue between technical experts, decision

 makers, and other key stakeholders, with dialogue often
 managed by independent facilitator or mediator; 

•  Technical information normally translated into a form
 that is accessible to all participants; 

•  Areas of scientific agreement, and areas of scientific
 disagreement and uncertainty, are mapped;  

•  May utilise side-processes such as advisory ‘expert’
 panels, scientific sidebars, and science summits or
 ‘fishbowls’;  

•  A single negotiating text records the results of the joint
 fact-finding process. 
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Review of joint fact-finding case studies
 (McCreary et al. 2001)  

The following techniques were common: 
•  a mediation team was assembled with dual

 substantive (environmental) and process (facilitation
 or mediation) expertise; 

•  independent scientific expertise was recruited, in
 addition to that possessed by parties to the
 negotiation;  

•  goal to collaboratively produce a new synthesis of
 findings; 

•  goals and structure of the joint fact-finding process
 were explicitly distinguished from other efforts.  
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Review of joint fact-finding case
 studies (McCreary et al. 2001) cont’d 

•  Technical experts were coached in making
 their presentations and contributions
 accessible and comprehensible to non
-scientists; 

•  Policy choices were presented to technical
 experts for their evaluation; and 

•  Joint fact-finding process was linked to the
 production of a single text document. 
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Outcomes of Joint Fact-Finding Processes 

•  New synthesis of information; 
•  Areas of scientific disagreement

 clearly identified;  
•  Cause-and-effect relationships

 illustrated in work products; 
•  Findings presented in accessible

 and comprehensible formats; and 
•  Technical findings incorporated in

 a single text document that was
 ratified by the fact-finding
 (consensus building) process. 
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Claims made in literature for joint fact-finding
 approaches, compared with other more adversarial
 approaches: 

•  They are more likely to mitigate or resolve
 intractable environmental disputes;  

•  They deal explicitly with differing assessments of
 environmental risk among the parties;  

•  They are more likely to lead to higher levels of
 satisfaction among the parties in relation to the
 environmental assessment process. 
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•  Provides a community engagement technique for
 climate adaptation  

•  Necessary in rural and regional areas to build
 consensus over climate change, impacts and
 adaptation in local and regional planning 

•  Builds consensus over areas of agreement 
•  Joint fact-finding clarifies, informs and educates

 participants in areas of uncertainty and
 disagreement e.g. climate change scepticism 
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•  Who should auspice, convene &
 lead consensus-building?  

•  Where is the policy and
 institutional capacity? 

•  Who should participate; and in
 what types of forums?  

•  At what scale/s should these
 processes occur? 

•  Resourcing?  
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